
 Day 12 (7/29) 
2011 International Service Camp for Youth Volunteer – Singapore 

 
 Today is the 12th day, we had mixed feelings today, we were about to go to 

Bishan Home for the last time! Therefore, we rehearsed our farewell 

performance in the Hostel. We hoped for an unforgettable memory! 

Our performance included 3 songs, “Let the moon speak for my heart” 

Taiwanese song ”追追追” and a farewell song ” 放心去飛” because they love 

singing & dancing .After finishing their meals, it was our Show Time! In the 

beginning, we were a little worried about our performance, but everything 

turned out just fine, we all got a round of applause and had good time!  
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After our performance, we had teardrops, although communicating with 

them was not easy but we know they will miss us and thank you.  

 

Steve, the master of Chinese chess was the one 

that everyone was crying over, although he is with 

Post polio syndrome, but his has high IQ and good 

memory, even smarter than us! He only lost the 



computer at a chess match. He even uses Facebook! The coolest thing is he 

types by foot! Although speaking for him is a little hard, but we all know he is 

trying to tell us his gratitude! Thanks Steve! We’ll miss you!  

Next, we shared our thoughts & improvements, from being scared because 

of unfamiliarity to helping them passionately. From this, we all learned a lot! 

“Kindness” was planted inside us and it bloomed naturally.  

   The YMCA farewell party was held at the pool, all dressed and looking 

forward! We especially invited NVPC volunteers that helped us the past 12 days 

to join us with wonderful gourmets and music on a splendid night!   



Today’s Reporter of the Day: Sammy 

Hi~ Everyone. I’m Sammy. You can call me “Little 

Sammy”. My hobby is to go swimming! 

Today Steve made me cry, he is so brave and he is 

definitely on the current trend, he uses face book, 

I’ll surely add him as a friend! This service was 

excellent, I was very happy to do activities with 

them. When I see their smile, I’m happy too! 

 At the beginning of volunteering at Bishan Home, due to unfamiliarity 

and there were some miscommunication. After getting to know them, we 

can communicate by our body movements and we all had lots of fun!   

 Farewell Party: Tonight we took lots of picture!! I’m so happy!  

 To Parents: Thank you for supporting me and letting me participate in 

such a meaningful camp. Thank you for respecting me and giving me 

space. Special thanks to my sister to give me information of this 

meaningful camp and supporting me along the way. 

 To Members: Thank you all! Although, you guys are so childish and just 

love to waste your film and take lots of pictures, but you guys are still 

the best! We all helped each other and got along very well!  

Day 13’s preview/ sneak peak: Tomorrow will be our last free day. We will be  

going to Marina Bay and Singapore’s Ferris Wheel. It will be the last  

day to visit around Singapore, therefore, we will play extra hard!  

P.S. Our very last little reporter for tomorrow is “Tina”  

 ~ Stay Tuned!! ~ 


